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Making the most of a mentoring relationship 
Tips for the "mentee" 
  

Mentors often play a special role in the career development and 
advancement of most successful managers. They can provide 
valuable advice and perspective on many facets of a career, from 
handling difficult decisions to smoothing the political way when 
problems occur. They also act as a role model and, at times, a trusted 
friend.   
 
But what about the role of the mentee? 
 
"While most business managers understand how valuable a mentor is 
and the role they play in their career development, there is a general 

lack of understanding about the responsibilities of the mentee, says Randall Craig, 
management consultant, speaker and author of the career planning book Leaving the Mother 
Ship. "Relationships are a two-way street; the mentee must add value too." 
 
Randall Craig offers mentees the following tips on making the most out of a mentoring 
relationship: 
 
1. Deliver on your promises. It is critical that you keep your promises. Commit to doing 
something at your mentor's suggestion and deliver to a standard of excellence. When you 
make a commitment and keep it, not only do you impress the mentor, but you also feel good 
about yourself. 
 
2. Return the favour. Discover your mentor's "hot buttons". Determine if you can help them 
solve an issue they may be experiencing. Show interest in what is happening in their world, 
and lend a hand if you are able. They will appreciate it. 
 
3. Return the favour to others. Become a mentor. Take on someone in a more junior 
capacity who you can, in turn, provide valuable advice and perspective. You can learn 
invaluable information from a person you are mentoring. It helps you build confidence in your 
career and makes you feel more valuable.  
 
4. Maintain confidence. Do not broadcast any discussions to colleagues or other people 
inside or outside the organization. Consider whether the relationship needs to be discreet in 
order to avoid jealous feelings from colleagues. 
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5. Keep your mentor informed. When acting on the mentor’s advice, be sure to circle back 
to let them know the outcome. It is frustrating for a mentor to give advice and never know the 
outcome. 
 
6. Show appreciation. A mentor is providing two priceless gifts: their experience and time. 
Be grateful for having them in your life, and be sure to thank them with kind words and deeds. 
 
7. Respect their time: Mentors have busy lives, too. If the mentor is not available when 
advice is needed, use good judgment and do not be a nuisance (e.g. do not interrupt your 
mentor when they are on vacation).  
 
8. Learn from them: Whenever a mentor is not accessible for advice, try asking yourself this 
question: “What would my mentor do?” Asking this question shifts your perspective, and 
allows you to see the situation with a new light: your mentor's. In fact, the closer your 
mentoring relationship, the better your answer will be.   
 
----------------------------------------- 

 
• Like this concept?  Sign up for more with our (no-cost) Make It Happen 

Tipsheet at www.LeavingtheMotherShip.com/news.  
 

• Looking to take the next step?  Purchase the Leaving the Mother Ship book 
and Workbook at www.LeavingTheMotherShip.com/store. 

  
----------------------------------------- 
Randall Craig is a management consultant, 
speaker, and author of Leaving the Mother 
Ship, a career planning book.   
www.LeavingTheMotherShip.com.  He 
speaks on the topics of Career Planning, 
Work-Life Balance, Entrepreneurship, and 
Consulting. 
 
 
 


